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Profile
of John McKone

People try hard to describe John McKone, but he’s a
tough guy to nail down. After all, what’s the best word
for a guy who:
wrote, recorded and produced all of the music on his
debut acoustic album, Here It Is?
constructed his own guitar?
is a classically-trained composer and trombonist who has
written scores for films and for rock bands, jazz and
classical ensembles?

Would you call him a renaissance man? Multi-talented?
A genius? Or just bored?
Maybe the best answer is “all of the above.”
From his start in an Iowa rock band, John McKone has
achieved a solid reputation as an accomplished composer,
arranger and performer. John received advanced music
degrees from the University of Minnesota and has for
the past fifteen years left an indelible mark on the
Minneapolis-St. Paul music scene.
As a composer/arranger, John has scored locallyproduced independent films and computer games. His
work with jazz and classical ensembles have resulted in
well-received public performances.
As an accomplished musician on both the trombone and
guitar, John has performed and recorded with myriad
groups, including symphony orchestras, rock and R&B
bands, jazz groups and classical ensembles.
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For John’s debut album, Here It Is, he combined his love
of composition and performance to create a solo acoustic
work that is melodic and accessible while full of
compositional depth and performance savvy. His skills as
a craftsman are also evident on this recording -- he
recorded the album using a hand-crafted guitar that he
built himself.
Two of the compositions on Here It Is were finalists in
the Musician’s Atlast Annual Independent Music
Awards. The album has seen airplay around the world.
John has been a featured performer on Good Day
Minnesota, NewsNight Minnesota and Minnesota’s The
Today Show.

Critical
reviews

Instrumental Weekly, April 2002
With a guitar he built himself, Minnesota’s John
McKone recently sent me a copy of his first album
entitled Here It Is. Being a lifelong Midwesterner
myself, it’s great to see “local” artists putting out
quality worthwhile music to share with the rest of the
world. John’s guitar playing is straightforward,
passionate, and full of life, and though short, this album
will definitely leave you wanting more.
With a background featuring classical compositions
(although after reading John’s bio info that came with
the CD, you have to wonder what a piece of music
featuring bricked piano, brass and children’s plastic pool
with watering can would sound like), John McKone has a
clear and concise playing style that really lets you
experience the music, almost as if you could reach out
and touch the strings. Without any sense of pretension,
Here It Is seems to say “this is what I am...take it or leave
it”. Such an unselfconscious performance as heard here is
really a refreshing change from the ordinary day to day
stuff that so often makes it onto CD. Genre great Billy
McLaughlin has even commented on John’s playing,
praising his spirited and upbeat playing style.
Here It Is is definitely one of the shorter albums I’ve
come across lately, clocking in at just over 40 minutes.
Depending on how much you listen to albums based on
acoustic guitar, it’s incredible how quickly time flies
when listening to this recording. It’s like an education
in sound, and at times it’s hard to believe that just one
guitar is capable of making all these vibrations through
the air.
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Some of my favorite highlights from Here It Is include
the lively “Swinging On Kings Bridge”, the comforting
“It'll Be Alright” and “Minnesota Nice Meets Film
Noir”, a title which really made me smile (maybe you
have to live north of Chicago to appreciate it). Each
track on this album has a decidedly distinct personality,
but there is that subtle certain-something that ties
everything together. That alone is worth the price of
admission when an artist can bring together a wide range
of ideas, and bundle them together with a familiar
sound throughout.
In the past, releases from artists such as Robert Fripp,
Scott Huckabay, and Buckethead have always piqued my
interest. There is just something special about a single

Critical
reviews

Instrumental Weekly, April 2002 - continued
person and a single guitar and the incredible world of
sound the two can create. John McKone has burst onto
the scene with Here It Is, and I think it would be worth
your time to track down and treasure. I have no doubt
we’ll be hearing more great things from John very soon.
Minor 7th Magazine, January 2002
John McKone is a renaissance man. Before McKone, I
couldn’t name one luthier who was also an accomplished
performer (Editor’s note: please don’t write in with all
those you can name). McKone built the guitar on which
the instrumental solos from “Here It Is” are played,
based on the design of a Martin HD-28. It’s a little
surprising that the luthier/artist combination isn’t
more common since one would imagine that lovingly
constructing an instrument and nurturing a song along
would both require the skills that McKone sonically
brandishes on this disc: creative inspiration, patience,
sensitivity, attention to detail and a willingness to go
out on a limb for no guaranteed returns. He has to be
proud of “Here It Is” if only for the personal returns,
but it’s likely that public validation of his efforts will
soon follow. It’s already happening. Billy McLaughlin,
who speaks a similar slapstyle to McKone, has said of his
playing: “John McKone plays guitar like crazy... slapping,
tapping, melodies everywhere... all with a good spirited
vibe”. “It’ll Be Alright” demonstrates McKone’s ability
to paste together pretty melodies. “Snow Below Zero”
and “Swinging on King’s Bridge” are Kottke-esque rags.
“Here It Is” is a slapstyle in the spirit of Michael
Hedges. “Cuttin’ a Chord” shows he can smoke on
fingerstyle blues. Look for this renaissance man’s music
to ripen into a world-class grade. (Review by Alan Fark)
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peer and critical

Accolades

“John McKone plays guitar like crazy...slapping, tapping,
melodies everywhere...all with a good, spirited vibe.”
Guitarist Billy McLaughlin
“I love it. [Here It Is] is technically amazing, but also
very raw in a way. You can hear [McKone’s] fingers
hammering the fretboard. It’s not just some sonic wash
of new age sound. It really sounds like someone playing
the guitar.”
Derek Sivers
President, CDBaby.com
“I selected all tracks [for airplay] because every song is
strong enough to be played and heard. Thanks again for
giving me the opportunity to play your music on my
show!”
Ray Elly, DJ
Radio Milo 103.1fm, Belgium

“One would imagine that lovingly constructing an
instrument and nurturing a song along both would
require the skills that McKone sonically brandishes on
the disc: creative inspiration, patience, sensitivity,
attention to detail and a willingness to go out on a limb
for no guaranteed returns. He has to be proud of Here It
Is. Look for this renaissance man’s music to ripen into a
world-class grade.”
Alan Fark
Minor 7th Magazine
“Here It Is is absolutely gorgeous, lush and inspired.”
Ann Petit
Petit Music
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“What a great composer this guy is.”
Nick Butchco
WRVO Radio Oswego, New York

